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Has Stuck on Stupid evolved into a new meaning? Can time really heal all wounds? Can you build
the trust back once it has been lost? In the last installment, Jazzie was pushed to the limits after
finding out Maine was sleeping with Rita and took matters into her own hands. Will that cause her
and Maine to separate for good? After Tori aborted her baby, her husband Truth went completely
insane, asking for a divorce which pushed his wife into the arms of another man. Will she have a
new love interest? Or will she fight for the man she loves? With the death of Trinity, what will
happen between Eric and CeCe? Will his quest for revenge keep them apart for good or land him a
spot next to the one he loved like no otherâ€”Trinity?With so much drama, so many unanswered
questions, and so many life lessons, Momma Hattie and Hot Nasty are still hoping love will conquer
all!
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This book was a great book, finished off the series with a bang..I definitely recommend this book to
anyone, it's very realistic. The only downfall I had with it is that expected more from it..I just felt like it

was missing something..but overall, good job..

I love Truth and Maine!!! I'm so glad Truth and Tori got it right. That Hollywood got what she
deserved. Don't want to give all the book away so I hope everyone go and get a copy to see what's
up with the crew!!!! Loved the series!!!! Apryl Cox keep doing what you do. Fan always!!!!!

Fantastic series. This book had me all in my feelings. Jazzie and Maine dealt with a lot in their
relationship, but Tori and Truth almost drove me insane with their mess. I didn't expect Trinity
storyline to take the turn that it did. Hot Nasty was so funny and had me laughing out loud a lot. The
messy women (Shayla, Rita, Hollywood and that therapist) all got what they deserved....nothing.
And that dirty, no good Bull didn't go through enough. I wanted him to really get it for the havoc he
caused. But overall,I was truly satisfied with how the series ended. Don't miss out on this
entertaining series. It's a banger for real.

I read the final installment of this series in one day. It was a very good ending, but moved along a
little to slow for me. Get to the point already, which is why it took 5 books to answer many questions.
Overall, to the author keep it moving, plus stop ending the book short and put unnecessary stories
at the end of each book. These stories was pointless and boring. Maine, Truth, Eric glad you get
your happy ending with your partners, Jazzie, Tori, CeCe. Maine I commend you for raising your
wife lover child. Tori love the way you handle the therapist. Eric, Trinity did not love you as you
think, but CeCe always had your back from the beginning.

I loved the ending of the SOS series. Poor Truth and Tori was just going through it but love
prevailed and they got their lives together. I kind of expected more but then again I expected what
was given in the book because it was coming to an end in the series. All in all, it was a great read
and this author never disappoints. Honey Hot Nasty had me laughing throughout the whole book. I
would like to read about him. I also would like to read a book about Ce Ce and Eric since that is her
"babies daddy" now.

Apryl Cox, has done it again . This book picked up right where part four left off. The gang is back,
yet while others became even stupider some stepped up and did a entire 360. This was an
intriguing book, that had me on a rollercoaster ride. I must say I wasn't disappointed, but some of
the events that took place had me crying, laughing, angry, and screaming at my kindle. This is an

must read.

All I'm going to say is...I loved it, and I'm glad WE finally got closure! Not going to give any details on
what's going to happen and spoil it for the future readers! That ending though almost gave me a
heart attack....LOL! But for real out of all the characters ( I loved them all), that damn Hot Nasty is
something else!!! Bravo Apryl!!!

I waited patiently for the final book to come out but I'm somewhat disappointed. I skipped through a
lot of the book when reading because it just didn't carry my attention like the first 2 books. It was ok
but not worth the wait and it still seems somewhat unfinished.
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